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Abstract

A classification Theorem for totally umbilical CR-submanifolds of a Kaehler
manifold is proved.

1. Introduction.

Cft-submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold [1] being generalization of holomor-
phic and totally real submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold, has recently become
subject of sufficient interest. Totally umbilical Ci?-submanifolds of a Kaehler
manifold have been studied by A. Bejancu [3], Blair and Chen [4]. The
purpose of this paper is to classify all totally umbilical C7?-submanifolds of a
Kaehler manifold. In fact we prove the following theorem.

THEOREM. Let M, (dimM^δ) be a complete simply connected totally umbilical
CR-submanifold of a Raheler manifold M. Then M is one of the following *

( i ) Locally the Riemanman product of a holomorphic submamfold and a
totally real submanifold of M

(ii) totally real submanifold
(iii) isometric to an ordinary sphere
(iv) homothetic to a Sasakian manifold.

The cases (iii) and (iv) occur when dim M is odd.

2. Preliminaries.

Let M be an m-dimensional Kaehler manifold with almost complex structure
/. Then the curvature tensor R of M satisfies [11].

(2.1) R(JX, JY)Z=R{X, Y)Z, R(X, Y)JZ=JR{X, Y)Z.

An n-dimensional submanifold M of M is said to be a Cff-submanifold if on
M there exist two orthogonal complementary distributions D and DL such that
JΏ—Ώ and JDLav, where v is the normal bundle of M [1]. If D={o}, (resp.
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DL = {o}), then M is said to be totally real (resp. holomorphic) submanifold. It
follows that άimD=even and that the normal bundle v splits as v—]ΏL@μy

where μ is invariant sub-bundle of v under /. The Riemannian connection 7
on M induces the connections V on M and the normal connection V1 in v obey-
ing the Gauss and Weingarten farmulae

(2.2) lxY=lxY+h{X, Y),

(2.3) 1XN=-A

where X, Y are vector fields on M, N^v and h, AN are called the second fun-
damental forms related as

(2.4) g(h{X,Y)9N)=g{ANX,Y).

The Ci?-submanifold M is said to be totally umbilical if

h(X, Y)=g(X, Y)H,

where H- — (trace h), called the mean curvature vector. For totally umbilical

Ci?-submanifold M, the equations (2.2) and (2.3) take the form

(2.5) VχY=VχY+g(X, Y)H

(2.6) ϊxN=-g{H, N)X+VXN.

The equation of Codazzi for totally umbilical Ci?-submanifold M is given by

(2.7) R(X, Y; Z, N)=g(Y, Z)g{lxH, N)-g(X, Z)g{l^H, N),

where R(X, Y; Z, N)=g(R(X, Y)Z, N) and X, Y, Z are vector fields on M
and iV<=i;.

By an extrinsic sphere we mean a submanifold of an arbitrary Riemannian
manifold which is totally umbilic and has nonzero parallel mean curvature vector
[10]. We need the following Theorem of Yamaguchi, Nemoto and Kawabata [13].

"A complete connected and simply connected extrinsic sphere Mn in a
Kaehler manifold M 2 m is one of the following:

1. Mn is isometric to an ordinary sphere
2. Mn is homothetic to a Sasakian manifold
3. Mn is totally real submanifold and the /-structure is not parallel in the

normal bundle."

3. Proof of the Theorem.

Let M be totally umbilical Ci?-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold M. Then
using (2.5), (2.6) and JlxW=lx]W for X, Wt=D\ we get

(3.1) JΊxW+g(X, W)JH=-g(JW, H)X+VXJW.
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Taking inner product with X we get

(3.2) g(H, JW)\\X\\2=g(X, W)g(H, JX).

Interchanging the role of X and W in above equation we get

g{H, JX)\\W\\*=g{X, W)g(H, JW).

Using (3.2) in above equation we have

(3-3) g(H, JW)= ff,ff 8(H, JW).

The possible solutions of equation (3.3) are:

(a) H=0 or (b) H±JW, or (c) X\\W.

Thus we have one of the following:

(a) M is totally geodesic, (b) H^μ (c) dimJD
J- = l .

Combining (a) with a result in [4] we get part (i) of the Theorem.
Next suppose that HφO and H^μ. We observe that for N^JD1 and Z e D ,

7χ/AΓ=/7χΛΓ gives VχJN=JVxN. This implies that for NZΞJD1 and X&D,
1XN^JD\ Also g(N, H)=0 for N^JD1 implies g(VxN, H)=-g(N, ΊXH), this
together with 1XN<=JDL gives g{N, lxH)=o. Hence for I G D , we get 1XH<=
μ. Now for I E D , we have from ΪXJH=JΪXH, with the help of (2.6), that

(3.4) 7i/i/= -g(H, H)JX+J1ΪH.

Since lxH^μ, from (3.4) it follows that JX=o for all X^D. Hence L>={ί?},
this proves part (ii) of the theorem.

Lastly suppose Hφo, H&μ and that άιmD1 = l. Since dirriiV/^5, we can
choose vectors X, YEΞD such that g(X, Y)=g(X, JY)=0. Now from (2.7) it
follows that R(JX, Y JY N)=0, N^v. Using (2.1) we get R(JY, X; JY, N)
=0. This, with the help of (2.6) gives

g(!xH, N)=0VNΪΞV.

This proves that VxH=0 for I G D . Next we let I G D 1 . Then there exists a
normal N' such that JX=N'. Now for TVeΞμ we have R(X, Y; JY, JN)=0,
FGΞD. Using (2.1) in this we get R(X, Y; Y, N)=0 and this together with
(2.7) gives gC7xH, N)=0, from which it follows that 1XH^JDL. Now again
from (2.7) and (2.1)_we have R(X, Y; Y, X)=R(X, Y JY, iV0=0, N;=JX^JD\
Using linearity of R in R(X, Y; Y, X)=0, we get R(X, Y; JY, X)=0. This
gives R(X, Y; Y} N')=0. From this using (2.7) we get gC7xH, N')=0. From
this it follows that lxH^μ. Thus we have proved for l e D 1 , ΊxH^JDLΓ\μ
= {o}, i.e. 7xH—0. Hence VxH=0 for all vector fields X on M i. e. M is an
extrinsic sphere. Then parts (iii) and (iv) of the Theorem follow from theorem
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of Yamaguchi, Nemoto and Kawabata in § 2.
This theorem thus gives a complete classification of totally umbilical CR-

submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold.

4. Remark.

In case of complex space form M{c) i. e. Kaehler manifold of constant holo-
morphic sectional curvature c, the curvature tensor R of M(c) is given by

(4.1) R(X, Y)Z = jg(Y, Z)X-g{X, Z)Y+g(JY, Z)JX

-g(JX, Z)JY+2g(X, JY)JZ.

If M is totally umbilical submanifold of M(c) and R is curvature tensor of M,
then by Gauss equation we have

(4.2) g(R(Xf Y)Z, W)=g(R(X, Y)Z, W)+a[g(Y, Z)g{X, W)-g{X, Z)g{Y, WO]

where a—g(H, H).
By [10] or [2] a totally umbilical submanifold of M(c) is either holomorphic

submanifold or a totally real. Thus we have a corollary in light of equation
(4.2).

COROLLARY. Let M be totally umbilical submanifold of a complex space form
M(c). Then M is one of the following

( i ) a complex space form M{c)
(ii) a totally real submanifold of constant curvature c
(iii) a totally real submanifold of constant curvature c+a.

This corollary is essentially theorem due to Chen and Ogiue [10].
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